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1.0 ABSTRACT MATHEW J. JLRM0 AChief, Techoial InformtionDivision

* Speckle interferometry has been carried out during the last year with a
charge-coupled device (CCD) imaginq system. The emphasis of this project has
been to minimize all systematic differences that arise between the images of
stars in a binary star system and a reference calibration star in order to
resolve a previously unresolved binary star system. Systematic errors have
been minimized to the level of parts in 10,000 in the power spectrum of a
stellar image. This was accomplished by using a 64x64 pixel area near the
readout amplifier to minimize charge smearing, by stabilizing our CCD system
to the level of a few parts in i.00,000, and by using a prism system to
compensate for atmospheric dispersion.

For a second project, a procedure has been developed to separate
overlapping images of galaxies in crowded fields and to make visible
underlying structur, . By modelling and subtracting away successively fainter
and fainter objects and repeating this to achieve self-consistency, each

object and the underlying structure can be made visible. It is expected that
this technique is applicable to other problems.

For a third project, preliminary experiments have been carried out to
test a technique to cclpensate for variations in absorption or emission at
radio frequerncies in the Earth's atrosphere. For this technique, two
frequencies are uscdl for simultaneous observations; one is used to correct the
other statistically.

2.0 PRI1,'ORMDAL HELIUMl, THE RESOLUTION OF THE BINARY STAR SYSTEM P-CASSIOPEIAE

The primordial helium abundance, the mass fraction of helium produced in
the big bang, is of interest for several reasons. It can be used to set an
upper limit on the cosmological mass density of baryons and to set an upper
limit on the number of neutrino types. In addition, it is a fundamental
variablo in a variety of proble.is ranginq from a detailed understanding of the
early universe to the solar neutrino problem.

The thesis topic of James Haywood is to determine the helium abundance of
the old binary star system ii-Cassiopeiae. Because i-Cassiopeiae is an old
stellar system whose chemical composition is characteristic of the early
galaxy, its helium abundance should be characteristic of the primordial
abundance. Enough information is available about the orbit of the binary
system so that the masses of the stars and the helium abundance can be
determined with one accurate measurement of the separation between the
components. The obscrvational problem is a difficult application of the
technique of speckle interferometry; the ratio of intensity of the two stars -
differ by more than a factor of 100 in the visible part of the spectrum and
the stars are close together. The expected separation between the? components
lies in the range of between about 0.5 to 1 arc second.

The resolution of the components of ti-Cassiopeiae is difficult not only
because of the limited signal-to-noise ratio in the speckle exposures, but
also because of the presence of small systematic differences between the
images of u-Cassiopeiae and the images of a nearby single calibration star. qo"
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The technique is to use the imane of the single calibration star as a template
to fit each of the components of the binary since all images are expected to
have the same thape. But the problem is that any distortion in the image of
the calibration star relative to the bright component of ii-Cassiopeiae tends
to obscure the image of the faint companion star in the fitting process.
Thus, at this time, our success with this project seems to be completely
dependent upon understanding and removing all systematic differences between
the images of the binary components and tile reference calibration star.

There are two distinct classes of possible systematic errors, those due
to the imaging system and those due to the atmosphere. At the present time we
have demonstrated that tile systematic differences among the images that we
have observed are not due to the charge-coupled device (CCD) imaging system.
There could be a variety of effects arisiilg because of the microscopic
structure of the CCD. lWe shall mention two of the possibilities. Te
direction of the saw cut to slice the silicon wafer froin which the CCD is
constructed can be determined hy looking very closely at stellar inages. This
does not cause us any problems because our C'D is very stable, at the level of
a few parts in 100,000, and, ther. fore, is reproduceable. The second effect
is due to the incomplete transfer of charo in the horizontal and vrrtical
direction in the CCD. This second problem is potentially very troublesome
because it introduces a non-line,--rity into th'e systen'. The amount of charge
lost due to incomplete charie tansfcr is a!hsut the s,'e, relatively
independent of the a,ount of signal charge n,-snot in a nixel. it ta'es a
certain amount of charee to fill a tran ii ,'v:' ent of the signal amplitude.
Our solution to this probl-m is t.o use a > are a closst to the readout
amplifier located on the CCD. Then, the n:' of ckarr transfers is
minimized to the extent that the smearing is not observyable.

The systematic difference bet%%een each component of the binary and the
calibration star appears to be entirely du tn differential refraction in the
Earth's atmosphere. To correct for differential refraction, we have built a
prismatic corrector which is inserted into the CCD optical train. Also, a
program was written to determine prism angjles as a function of the hour angle
and declination of the star observed. Usinq this corrector, it was possible
to resolve a binary star systrm with a zenith distance larger than 50 degrees
having a separation of 0.75 arc seconds and a ratio of intensity between the
components of 10 using only 32-20 millisecond exposures.

The prismatic corrector was only used during the last of our three
observing runs during this reporting period. For this run we saw a large
reduction in the size of the systematic differences between images. Though
the prisms were adjusted every 10 ,inutes, which appears to be often enough
based on our calculations, some small residual differences were still observed
between images. However, when inagces were oatched so that both binary and
calibration star were observed under similar atmospheric conditions, they had
similar distortions. It was found that the power spectra of these stellar
images looked very similar even at the point at which the power had dropped
(in the high frequency wings of the curve) to 5/10,000 of the peak value. The
important conclusion of this part of the work is it appears that if we
adjusted the prisms more frequently than every ten minutes, we would reduce
the systematic differences between images to a negligible level.

Al
/
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Regarding our progress on PI-Cassiopeiae, we have made significant
progress understanding how to treat CCD readout noise which has improved the
quality of the- data reduction procedure. Now we are finding a binary
companion in the image of ii-Cassiopeiae at the expected position at a
reasonable separation. However, at this time it would be premature to say any
more about these preliminary solutions other than that the faint companion
star to P-Cassiopeiae has an intensity of less than one percent of the primary
in the infrared.

3.0 THE METRIC ANGULAR DIAlETER COSlOLOGICAL TEST

Work has been progressing on the metric angular diameter versus redshift
cosmological test. This is a test to determine whether the universe will
expand forever or will one day collapse. The discriminant between these
possibilities is the curvature of space. To measure curvature, the angular
diameter of a class of galaxies having the sae intrinsic size is observed as
a function of redshift or distance. The variation of angular diameter as a
function of redshift contains the curvature information.

In order to carry out the angular diameter test, we have proposed to
carry out our observations at the same proper waveliength independent of
redshift. Thus, we shall not have to make the standard "K" correction because
our observations are made at the same proper ,iavelenoth as seen in the rest
frame of the observed galaxy rather than at thie same laboratory wavelength as

*.has been the case in t;,. past. In this regard, dl:ring the past year 1.,e have
completed the photometric calibration of our CCD system. Our system uises a
set of 1000 Angstrom bandailth filters one o' which is chosen to match the
redshift of the galaxy of interest. Six continuous nights of photometric
observing conditions at 11c Graw-Hill Observatory in June of last year gave us
sufficient data to sh~oe' that we can do photo, ietry to 0.0075 magnitudes rms
(0.75 %). Indeed, it is likely that we are limited not by tle precision of
our CCD measurements, but by the errors in the published standard star
magnitudes and spectrophotomnetric data. In this regard, we confirmed a
systematic error in the published soectrophotonetry of Vega, finding that the
published R and I magnitudes of that star are too faint by 0.08 magnitudes.

One of the issues that we have been concerned with for the angular
diameter test is the constancy of the functional form of the surface
brightness distribution of the light of a galaxy. Since our definition of the
metric angular diameter is dependant on the surface brightness distribution of
the galaxy light, it is essential that the galaxy light distribution does not
change in a systematic way with distance. Though we have argued on physical
grounds that we do not expect this to be the case, it is clear that good
observational data must be used to iustify this important assumption. We now
have that data. A pr-liminary look at the color gradients calculated from
exposures at 6000 and 8000 Angstroms in three clusters of galaxies at three
different redshifts out to 0.175, showed that all appeared similar and had
gradients which made their centers redder by only 0.1 to 0.2 magnitudes.
This result has given us confidence that systematic effects depending on the
stellar populations in clusters at different redshifts will not be a
problem for the redshift-diameter cosmological test. The investigation of
color gradients In clusters of different richnesses can also yield information
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on the details of galaxy accretion and we are currently analyzing several
clusters with this purpose in mind. We also have exposures at two wavelengths
for galaxy M37.. Not only will we obtain a color gradient of the galaxy, but
by using our modeling and subtraction technique, we will obtain colors of the
globular clusters very close to the center. The partially reduced data show
about 200 globular clusters within 2.5 arc minutes of the center, many of
which have never been studied.

In fact, what we have developed is a technique of more general
applicability which is usefull in any crowded field of objects. The basic
principle is applicable to any linear detector--the principle is that of
superposition. It is applied by first modeling and subtracting the brightest
object in the field and then the second brightest object, etc. Then the
process is repeated until a self-consistent solution is obtained. With some
of the clutter removed the first object can be modeled more precisely, and
removed more accurately and the process may be repeated on successively
fainter objects. In this way, very faint objects originally obscured by much
brighter objects can be i.lade visible. During the past year two of our
programs were selected for recognition by the University's QUEST program.

4.0 MASSIVE HALOS OF SPIRAL GALAXIES

In March, D. Heg'yi presented an invited paper on the subject, "Are
I assive Halos Ba'onic?" at the joint session of the rIoriond 4strophysics

•leeting and the '1oriond Particle Physics. (This ;ineeting was supported, in
part, by IATO.) The pa,r describes The argun-rits which show .,,hy it is
unlikely that halos of spiral galaxies are con.iposed of baryonic matter. New
arguments were presented against halos being composed of planets or asteroids.
D. Hegyi was also invited to present similar talks in June at the meeting in
Rome on "Dark flatter" and, in Nove ,iber, at Fermilab in Batavia, Illinois.

Relevant to this suhJect, we have comnletcd a study of the halo of galaxy
NGC4565 with the purposn of setting a more stringent upper limit on the amount
of visible light present. Ten hours. oF CCD integration on this object and a
least squares fit to tho expected i/r law for a halo give an upper limit which
is about 4 times smaller than that previously reported. The lower limit to
the mass-to-luminoisty ratio is thus 4 times higher and argues more strongly
against the halo being made up of baryonic matter.

5.0 THE CHARGE-COUPLED DEVICE IMAGING SYSTEM

Our major hardware improvement during the past year is a stainless steel
fill tube assembly for the CCD dewar. During past observing runs we have
experienced vacuum leaks from the soft solder and silver solder joints of this
assembly. The extreme tpmperature changes which the solder joints have to
undergo each time the dewar is filled inevitably produce vacuum leaks. Our
solution is to use welded stainless steel joints in an arrangement which
allows operation in the normal orientation (at the cassegrain focus) or in an
inverted position (at the prime focus). This new assemblyhas functioned
without fault for the past three o-serving runs.
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Our CCD electronics was improved by an increase in the stability of the
first amplifier through a redesign of the buffer which controls the voltage
offset. This -change and a reworking of the CCD heater control circuit has
given us a stability of the bias level over a night's observations of about
ten electrons rms.

For our NOVA computer which controls the operation of the CCD, we have
written additional programs in FORTH and assernhler to aid in the aquisition of
spectroscopic data. These programs allow real tine focusing of the telescope
and spectrograph on a selected comparision spectrum line.

In June, D. Gudehus presented an abstract on the "Construction of a CCD
System" at the 162nd American Astronomical Society Meeting.. Copies of this
and the paper on halos follow the grant summary.

6.0 THE SIALL SCALE A1-SOTROPY OF THE COSMIC MICROWAVE BACKGROUND

Finally, with M. Kutner of Renselaer Polytechnic Institute, we have made
observations at the 140 foot telescope in West Virginia on the small scale
anisotropy of the 3 degree cosmic background radiation. Observations were
carried out with a new technique to correct for rapid variations in
atmospheric transparency. We observed at two frecuencies simultan o1isly, I c,
and 3 cm, using the I cm data to correct fo- fluctions at 3 cm. NRAO is
currently installing a bconsplitter on the 1.10 foot telescope so that, the path
throUgh the at;mosphere of the I and 3 cm beams will be more exactly
overlapping. With the e,, beamsplitter both heans will have the same paths
through the atmosphere and will have the same fluctuations.
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ARE MASSIVE HALOS BARYONIC?

Dennis J. Hegyi

Department of Physics
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

ABSIR:CT

The problems with massive halos being composed of baryonic
matter are discussed. Specifically, a halo composed of either
gas, snowballs, dust and rocks, low mass stars, Jupiters, dead
stars or neutron stars is stOwiftob unlikely. Halos could be
composed of black holes less than 100 !1,0 if they, unlike the
stars in this mass range, are extremely efficiently accretin3 or
primordial. At present, however, particles from supersyrnnetric
theories appear to offer the most interesting possibilities as
the constituents of halos.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spiral galaxies are surrounded by halos, large amounts of
sub-luminous or non-luminous matter. These halos are
approximately spherical in shape and may extend out to
distances as far as ten times the optical radius of a spiral
galaxy.

The supporting evidence for halos is quite compelling.
Using dynamical aruiuments based on the rotation curves of spiral
galaxies, it is possible to accurately determine the halo mass as
a function of galactic radius. Also, a number of independent
arguments require that halos be approximately spherical. Based
on the information available about halos, it is not difficult to
show that halos contain about 10-100 times the mass in the disks
of spiral galaxies, and consequently, contain a significant
fraction of the cosmological mass density. -



In contrast to the definite statements that can be made
regarding the existence of halos, very little can be said about
the exact nature of the halo mass. At present, it appears that
the most direct way to determine the composition of the halo mass
is to show what halos cannot contain.

In the present investigation we argue that halos are not
composed of baryons. Our approach will be to show the problems
associated with the following types of baryonic matter: gas,
snowballs, dust and rocks, Jupiter-like objects, low mass stars,
dead stars and neutron stars. It appclars very difficult to avoid
the problems that we shall present if halos are baryonic. We
shall discuss a model in which it is claimed, a pri;i'Drdial halo
composed of gas can be converted into Jupitars, and show that it
is not self-consistent.

Though not baryonic, black holes are a possible constituent
of halos. If halos are co,,posod of blac:, holes tbey 7,mst be
extrei:,ely efficiently accretin,. or primiordial. Aside from the
possibility of efficiently accretin black holes, ".2 e<oect the --

cosmle3ical baryalic abuiidance to be lo.q at thne time of
onuclesythesis. We shall briefly discuss the current situation

regarding the observed nuclear abundances in terns of
cosmological production in a low baryon density universe.

One of the earliest discussions of massive halos surrounding.
spiral galaxies .;as given by Hohl (1,2). He found his models of
spiral disks to be unstable with respect to the gro.:th of long
wavelength modes, and as a result, the disks tended to develop
into bar-shaped structures within about two revolutions. Hohl
was able to stabilize his models by adding a fixed central force
which he identified uith a halo population of stars and the
central core of the galaxy. Kalnajs (3), considering only exact
solutions for infinitely thin spiral disks, explored ways of
stabilizing the initially cool rotational state. Perhaps his
most interesting result was that by embedding the spiral disk in
a uniform density halo, stability could be obtained.

The possibility that spiral galaxies might be surrounded by
massive halos was emnphasized by Ostriker and Peebles (4). Usinq
a 300-star galactic model they studied the instability of spiral
structure to the development of bar-like modes. The onset of
instability was reached when t, the ratio of the kinetic energy
of rotation to the total gravitational energy, increased to a
value -0.14. From a literature survey, the authors concluded
that for systems ranging from fluid ;lacLaurin spheroids to flat
galactic systems with 105 stars, the critical value for the onset
of instability appears to be t - 0.14. Two different ways were
suggested to stabilize the spiral structure, a hot disk
population with radial orbits and a hot spherical halo. From a



variety of arguments, it is now known that the halo mass
distribution is spherical.

lhe strongest observational evidence supporting the
existence of massive halos is dynamical. The rotation curve of a

* galaxy must satisfy the criterion that in equilibrium the
inwardly directed gravitational force must balance the outwardly
directed centrifugal force. Rotation curves of galaxies have
been obtafned by both optical and radio techniques (5-11). Data
obtained on more than 50 spiral galaxies reveal syimetric
rotation curves which support the equilibrium condition

Mr K v 2r. (1)

where Mr is the mass within radius r, K is a constant ranging
from 2/ir for a thin disk to unity for a spherically synmetric
mass distribution, G is the gravitational constant, and v is the
circular rotational velocity at galactic radius r. The
observations show that v is a constant independent of r, and, as
may be seen froms eq. (1), Mr c r.

Beyond about 50 Kpc it is difficult, typically, to observe
rotation curves, and binary galaxies (12,13) have 15een used to
sample the halo mass distribution at large radii. Unfortunattely
there are a variety of selection effects which binary galaxies
are subject to and it has not yet been possible to untangle these
effects sufficiently to unambiguously interpret the results
(14).

As already rrntioned, several arguments have been used to
show that the mass distribution of halos is spherically
symmetric. The persistence of warps in spiral disks (15,16),
star counts (17), and the scale height of stars perpendicular to
spiral disks (18,19), all indicate relatively spherical halos,
i.e. with aspect ratios close to unity.

II. EVIDENCE AGAINST NONBARYONIC HALOS

Much of the discussion about nonbaryonic halos has been
presented elsewhere by legyi and Olive (20). Here we shall
summarize parts of that discussion and amplify other parts.
Before starting, however, we define a "standard halo" which we
shall need to evaluate a variety of properties of baryonic halos.
For this halo, Mr 1012 1%e in a radius of 100 kpc.

First we consider a halo made of gas. In a cold gaseous
halo, particles moving on radial orbits would quickly collide
with other gas particles and collapse on a gravitational



timescale Tc (3,/32Gp)1/ 2  5xi08 yrs. Since halos must
persist for 1010 years, they must -be in hydrostatic equilibrium
and they must he hot. Our standard halo, if it wQre gaseous,
requires an equilibrium tenperature of TEQ- 2xI 0 °K which is
sufficiently hot to violate the upper limits on the X-ray
background by a factor of 20. The X-ray emissivity is sensitive
to S;Ialo, the fraction of the critical density contained in halo.
We use QHalo > 0.05 (21).

A halo of snowballs will not be stable on a cosmological
timescale. Sno:balls, consisting priiarily of hydrogen, are
distinjuishable from Jupitrs because they are bound
electrostatically. It turns out that the bindini enerly of a
hydrogen rrolCcuIe to solid hydro,,en is sufficiently s mall so t
it easily escapes, even when the temperature of the snowball
at 3°K, the tenperatiire of the present cosmic bac%]round
radiation. In fact, halos m.ust have formed vhen the temperature
of the cosmic background radiation wais over 7K; since halos are
comipoed of non-interactin,i particles and cannot evolve to hiiher
densities, they i.,ust have formed when the density of the universe
had a density aloout equal to the present density of huIos.

The argument a.]ainst a halo of snowballs requires two steps.
Based on 1 naborc,_ry on solid hydro]o., ,its vapor
pressure at 3°; has been found to be about 9x0l2 i (22). This
is high enough so that it is possible to show that there is no
equilibrium het;een the solid and gaseous phase of hydrojen. The
second part of te discussion involves the rate at which
molecules evaporate to reacb equilibriumi. The time for
evaporation (23) of a H2 molecule (molecules rather than ato'nic
hydrojen, will leave the snowball preferentially because their
binding energy is lower) is

tev - Ivo e-b/kT]-1 . (2)

The evaporation time is the inverse of the product of two terms:
a Boltzmann factor which is the probability of a system attaining
the escape ener y, and an attempt frequency, the number of times
per second that the systcmn strikes the barrier. The reader is
referred to (20) for more details. Here we report that at 30 K,
the evaporation time per molecule is less than 10-8 seconds.

Next we consider a halo composed of dust and rocks, i.e.
metals. A 1,alo ,made of i etals would contain a factor of about 50
times the mass of the disk of a spiral galaxy. The factor of 50
arises as the ratio of alo isk> .05/.001 50. The problem
is that if even a very small fraction of the halo mass mixed
with the disk it would lead to a large metal abundance in the
disk. Since the halo is believed to have formed before the _isk
and since there are disk stars with metal abundances Z 10 " ,

F



this implies that less than about one part in 54,06 of the halo
mixed with the disk gas. It is difficult to believe that the
halo could he composed of mtals without contaminating the disk
at such a low level.

The next possibility that we consider is a halo composed of
low mass stars or Jupitors (24). that is, objects which are
gravitationally bound with m < 0.08 tI*o which do not have high
enouqh central tL-rneratures to support nuclear burnini. By
mal'ing observations of the surface brightness of the halo, it is
possible to seL limits on the mass in lo.i mass sars. If a
connection can be established between the nucl ar burning stars
(IM > 0.8 ..IQ) ~iud te Jupi ,ers, then Iy establi shin constraints
on the luminous portion of the initial imss function, constraints
are simultaneously set on the non-nuclear burninj portion of the
initial mass function.

To connect the luminous and non-lum-iinous n-rts to the halo
initial miss function, a sinile power law relation has beon
assumed. Thi justification for this assu;'pti o is t.,at the
physics which C f.cts the lo'or mass liiit for 1.,l ear ;urninJ is
indoepn;cnt of tIe physics which Bove" s travi t. i al cCl l-, s.-
and it would ')e a consi.Jorahi e coincidenfce " i ticf c t;) ,Ias
scales coincided. Nuclear burninq depends on te fine structure
constant, I, and the strelnth and ran.e of stro! intoractions
while the physics of gravitational collapse de;'n s on a an"I the
gravitational constant, G. Since the assumntioni that the hal o
initial mass function is a singlie power law is th strongest
assumption in this manuscript, we shall return to this su.j ect to
present other supporting evidence and discuss tle substantial
problems that mist be overcome to seriously consider a radically
different initial mass function, namely a halo of Jupiters with
negligible mass in nuclear burning stars.-

As we shall show, the mass-to-light ratio, I/L, of a halo is
a function of the slope of the initial mass function, x, and the
lowest mass condensation which forms gravitationally, r.din, also
known as the Jeans mass. The initial mass function is defined
by

fm = Am-( l+x) (3)

where m is the number of stars per unit mass per unit volume of
the halo. In general, A and x will depend on the mass range
considered. The total mass density in stars and Jupiters, om, is

MG

Pm f m m dm (4)

%in



which, using eq. (3) may be found to be,

A 1-x IixT x [II Im -(5

Hcre, mG is the mass of a giant which is taken to be mG 0.75 Mo
and for the present argument, we neglect the small fraction of
the i ;ass contained in more massive objects.

Using the initial mass function, the luminosity density of
the hlo, PL, ~ry be seen to be,

mG

PL = f Lm m dii + LG. (6)

For

Lip. = c 1 , (6a)

f L 11-, ] - L , (7)rL = - --_- , 0

:hr-r L , is the luminosity of a star of mass m, and c and D are

ct,,., -s ch(,-. 1 for a particular s:)ectral band. The lower limit
of ittc-:ratioi :, in erq.(5), the Io.,er limit for nuclear
biw i ri - h 1 -on tiken to hc mo -- .08' 1,10 (25). The quantity,
L, is the liilht due to gi-ints. Since observational constraints
are a.'ailable in the I and K Johnson spectral bands for the halo
of tie edje-o,i spiral gal.ix! 1JGC 45G %.:w shall evaluate PL in
tl-t-e bands. The data of ,unn and Tinsley (26) in the range
0.0 11,0 to 0.8 '1, have been fit with the power law in eq.(6a).
For t U. lumiinosity in the I hand, LmI, c = 1.49x10-3 and D =
2.71 and, corrspo,.idinqly, for Lm n','c = 3.12x10-2 and D = 2.11
whcre m~ss is expressed in solar units and in each spectral band,
the luminosity equals unity for a zero iagnitude star.

To express the contribution of giants to the surface
brightness w.i have used the method described in Tinsley (27).
Since Tinslcy discussed a netal abundance Z = .01, we corrected
the Tinsley ecdlls usinj the calculations of Sweigart arid Gross
(28). Fittin] the later calculations (for m = .7 1o , Y = .30)
for the chanle in main sequence lifetime as a f'iction of Z, the
correction tU the lifetime was found to be - exp[23.6Z - .286],
that is, increasing 7 increased main sequence lifetimes. Also,
it way be seen that this factor is equal to unity for Z = 0.01.
For these calculations we have used Z = 10-5, a value appropriate
to halo stars. Lifetimes for smaller metal abundances are not
chanjed appreciably.

- ..~-.-----------
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To calculate M/L for the halo of NGC 4565, we shall use
M/L Pqi/PL O 'r/OL, where om and 'OL are the projected mass and
luminosity density. It is necessary to evaluate the projected
halo miass density in terms of the 21 cm rotational velocity
253 km/s (29) and the maximum extent oF the halo, Rlax. This may
be seen to be

v2  tan I V ( . 1 1 (8)

m 2iG r

at galactic radius r. The distance to MC 4565 is unlikely to be
larger than 24 4pc, and since the rotation curve has been
observed out to 11.5 ' , Rmi x = .31 Kpc. Using eq.(3) and eq.(7),
it may be seen that M/L for the halo is only a function of x and
retin-

V'e now turn to theobservational data on the surface
brihtnvss of tho halo of NIG 4565. Data taken with the annular
scannin. pihoto;.- otr (30) in the Kron I band has 'een discuss;ed ,v,
Iie'jyi (31), set ,T i!1e 1. Tfhat data has beeon transfcr ...d to the
Johnson systc,.. ain expressed in solar units. A least squares Fit
to that data usin the functional form al a/r + b has been
performed. (This Functional fjr:, assumes that - is large
compared to r so that the tan function in eq. 8 reduces to
w/2.) A 2a lower limit to 0I/IL expressed in solar units in the.
Johnson I band is

M/L1 > 60 M/Lo I . (9)

Observations in the K band have been made by Boughn, Saulson, and
Seldner (32) usinj a choppin9 secondary. Their 2a lower limit
is

M/LK > 38 oloLK (10)

We shall now determine whether the available observational
and theoretical constraints on x and ra-in can accomodate the
limits on M/L in eqs. (9) and (10). The strongest constraints on
x, derived from the observation of spectral features (26) and the
Initial mass function in the solar neighborhood (33) require x c
I at the 2a 'level. Also there is no data in conflict with x < 1.
Photometric data ranging from globular clusters to elliptical
galaxies can be fit using the weaker constraints x 4 1.35, by a
tingle free parameter, the mtal abundance (34,35).

'Cnstraints on min, 'the smallest mass to collapse
V ravitationally (36,37,38), have a lower limit of > 0.007 M4e A
more recent calculation (39) in which new reactions to form
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Figure 1. The measured surface brightness of the halo of
NGC 4565 versus galactic radius. Positions C' and D' are two
symmetric scanninj positions. The curve fitted to the data is
the do Vaucouleur's surface brightness law and Jhe 2g upper limit
to the data is labelled. [I count/scan/arc sec x10 -  is
25.34 mag IKron.]

molecular hydrogen are considered, requires I~in > 0.004 Mo.
That result was found for optically thin clouds. An
.equally forceful position has been presented in which it is
'argued that the first objects to form have 1\nin > 1500 ?io,

If we choose Miifn1  .004 M 'and find x *to satisfy the I and
!K:band I1GC 4565 observations, we find x > 1.6 and 1.7-respectively. On the other hand, if we choose x c I and try to
find the allowed rane for ?in, we find no solution. It is not

'possible to put enouih mass in the halo for this x wi-thout
'violating the sur~ace brightness observations. For x:-1.35, we
'find Rain < 2XIO- ;'at least a factor of twenty belowthe
'Calculated lower linit on These are the probleis If one
Cchooses to'consider a-single power lawinitial mass function and
ia'halo of-stars'and/orJupiters.
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7/ There are some observations which have a bearing on our
assumption of whether the initial )nass function is a single power
law below the nuclear burning cutoff. Probst and O'Connell (41)
argue that the initial mass function in the solar neighborhood
does not even rise as steeply as a single power law for stellar
masses less than 0.1 MIo . Instead the slope turns over, meaning
that there is little mass contained in stars with m < 0.1 MV.
Since these results are based on stars with solar metal
abundance, the conclusions are strengthened for stars which have
lower m tal abundances and which cannot cool as effectively.

Though we have argued that it seems reasonable to use a
power law for the slope of the initial mass near 0.08 O and thft
any possible gravitational condensation of silaller mass .;ould
adhere to the same po.ter law, let us now consider the possibility
that only Jupiters ferred. As a prototypical model, we shall
consider the model presented at this conference by Professor_
Rees. In that model, a Jean's miss at recc0:)ination, 1Ob1- b ',

cools and forms a very thin di-!, of thickness equal to the Jean s
length of a 10- 3 tI condensatiol, that is, a Jurniter.
Suhseqt'cntly the di'% fraqments contributin.- 10'-i09 Jupiters to
the form~atiorn of a halo of Jupiters.

There appear to be two large-scale instabilities -ahich the
disk must avoid if Jupiters are to form: the tendency of the
disk to form a bar, and the instability of a cool disk to form
massive condensations which are a sinnificant fraction of the
total disk mass (42). We shall disucss the second instability
using the Toonire stability criterion.

The basic kinematic criterion for stability is that the time
for a blob of material to orbit the disk, torb, should be longer
than the time for a pressure wave or sound wave to cross the
disk, ts. Writing torb r/v and ts  r/cs, we have

torb > ts  (11)

leading to

r/v > r/cs (12)

or

V < c s . (13)

This is the condition that, for stability, the orbital velocities
be less than the individual particle velocities. Addin] the
dynamics, namely in equilibrium, the following condition for
circular motion must be satisfied,



v2 /r =G1/r 2  ( (14)

For a disk with mass per unit area, a, M - rar 2 , then
substituting for M in eq. (14) and nmultiplying by r, we have

V2 = nGar . (15)

Substituting this result into eq. (13) leads to

%Gar < c.2  (16)

The speed of sound is cs 2 - KT/mp. Also, from the Jeans mass
condition we have

GMj/rj - KT/mp . (17)

where M is the Jeans mass and rj is the Jeans length.
Substituting eq. (17) into eq. (16), it may be seen that

tGol. < C.s Gjlrj (18)

or

O rrj < " (19)

If we write the thickness of the disk, t, in terms of the radius
of the disk, r, then t = .r. With t = rj and M - rar 2, we have

CM < M1J . (20)

Frpm the numbers required by the model, that is, dividing a
10" 1.10 object into I0- No objects or 10° Jupiters, it may be
seen that the ratio t/r required for a -isk of thickness equai to
the Jeans length of a Jupiter is - /10- = 10- . Using this
value for c on the left hand side ol eq. (20) yields -10 t.1o ,
while the desired Jeans ;'mass is 10- 1.10. The inequality is not
satisfied by a factor of 10. That is, such thin disks are
unstable and form -10 *.o objects, not Jupiters. An alternative
interpretation is tiiat a disk which is hot enou-ih for stability
is too hot to allow low mass gravitational condensations to
develop.

The halo cannot be made of stars. which have an initial mass
greater than 2 1.4 . Such stars either evolve to white dwarfs with
mass w 1.4 o (43) or to neutron stars which also, coincidently,
have masses ; 1.4 Mo . Taylor and :;eisberg (44) have found tVo
neutron stars with masses of 1.4 tl to within 1% and all other
neutron star mass determinations are consistent with 1.4 10.
Consequently, any star with initial mass greater than 2 1. must
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/ lose 40 per cent of its mass during evolution. The ejected mass
cannot be hot because of previous 'arguments and it cannot cool
and fall in the disk because there is too much mass to be
contained. Also, since a significant fraction of the mass of the
evolved stars, > 10%, might be expected to be converted into
helium and metals during evolution, problems similar to those
raised by metallic halos could be present.

Though black holes do not have a well defined baryon number,
we shall briefly consider them because if halos are not baryonic,
they are evidently either comp:l)osed of black holes or somne vwea(.ly
or very wea"ly interacting particles (see review by Joel Priviack
in this volume).

It appears unlikely that many black holes in the mass range
1-50 M. formed in the halo. Stars in this mass range eject a
considerable fraction of their mass. Unless tie black holes can
accrete virtually all their ejecta, probleis simnilar to those
with ic,tallic halos arise. Black holes w:iich are wore inassive
than 100 M. appear to be ecliidcd by n-., observaLions (45),
though they nec-d to he confirmed. Thus, halos could be composed
of black holes in the mass range -50-100 H (46) or they could be
primordial.

Arguing by eliminating specific baryonic forms of matter is
not the most persuasive way to argue that halos are not baryonic,
but, unfortunately, we are unable to present a forceful positive
argument eliminating baryons directly. In this context, it is
worth considerinj the constraints that primordial nucleosynthesis
places on baryonic halos, though we admit that there are strong
assumptions implicit in the nucleosynthesis calculations.

In this context, we shall take the simplest point of view,
namely, that all the dark matter in halos and rich clusters is
either all baryonic, or not baryonic and see which conclusion, if
any, the nuclear abundances favor.

A lower limit to the mass fraction of the closure density in
baryons, 2b , may be obtained from the luminous matter in galaxies
and could be as low as .001. The thermal X-ray fluxes from
clusters of galaxies yield higher baryon abundances but do not
exclude Pb -. 001. On the other hand if all the dark matter were
baryonic, the mass content of halos and rich clusters would
require a lower limit for the baryonic abundances to be,nb > o.1.

The deuterium abundance of _IxlO"5 by mass does not favor
either high or low baryon abundances. There are problems with
both ranges. However, the deuterium abuldance may not be well
known (see Audouze this voluce). The lies abundance is presently



observed to be in the range Y .22-.25 (47). Since an observed
helium abundance is an upper limit on the primordial abundance,
and since sob > .1 requires Y > .26, the helium observations
favor a low baryon abundance. The observed Li7 abundance (48)
is consistent with two abundance ranges, .b  .001-.003 and
?b -. 01-.02. It appears inconsistent with b > .1. Taken
together, the abundance data favors a low baryon abundance (49).
A key test of the cosniolojical baryon abundance will be a new
measurement of the primordial helium abundance which is
independent of the possible systematic effects in the present
spectroscopic measurenents.

I would like to thank G. William Ford, F'lartin Rees, Alar
Toomre and Scott Treinaine for useful discussions.
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function. These tails can lead to enhanced optical and uv 18.06 Wavelenth-Detendent Polnr',tr'n in a?
ltn radiation. The energy loss of the beam is caused by 110t+176, M.L. SITRO- -W.A. STEIN, U. MIN:4.,. -. 1). I .
the collisionlen:1 txcttation of pl.sma waves. resistLve U The BL Lacertae object 82 -I3J0I/ti6 h,; recently
heating and Inverse Compton radiatitn. We will discuns undergone a maloe flux outburst. reachin'rg a v7.iua marni-
the results of our calculations and some of their impli- tude V - 14.8 and an implied visual luminosity v'Fv -
Zstione for interpreting observations of active galactic 2 x 1047 erg s-l(v - 545 THz. H. - 50 km/ser/"pc, qo -

nuclei. 0). During this outburst the polarimetric properties of
Its optical emission were monitored on two successive
mlghts. On both nights a statistically sJ-:nJhicanr
dependence in the position angie of the pol.arization
vector versus wavelength was observed. On on,, right ep

.. . .. . differed in U and I photometric bands by 14 dt.,:rees (a S
5a difference) while on the following night O0 in the&.-
two bands differed by 17 degrees (a 5o differnce). The
temporal change of 0. between the two nights was 10

18.04 Me.surine Mapretic lr - ltrities In xtra- degrees at all observed wavelengths, but the wavelength
g"ctic -c.,. . . ,.Li U. :own. The dependence was similar.

, observation of h:1h fractional ii.ar polarization in
ex:ragslactic rn..o sources i. u.l:s iy taken to be evi- -"
d nce for larg.:-neale ,aszietic fi-.'ds in these objects.
Y tert Laing f.. tvint.ed out ti.it .igh fractional po-
:.rizstion :ear t)"e e-ge of a r:ource and low percrntsge
;.As acst:on .r t'.2 centr i- c:. -:-nt with a
tir.1ly-dr.i * Ii caiur~L-;. :such a td, 18.07 B2 130R4326 - Aurer Massive COr. nct
the r-rignetic fi,. I is coenDetcly ran.iom, but co~nfinedt .. STIL.-'' ]; .LJ'--O- ,-].-%'-V
tol planes wlh! '! are tangp~nt to 0i., "uLrce bol1niaries. --j, t W... STEIN,.. S.

W. WI,,-11;F,'KI, U OF A. During the period of varly 1983 .
I have. consi(:.-: thu transport vf c,)tarized synchro- B2 1308,326 was observed durinp an outburst which, if

* i~ron radiation' ir zuc'i a ranluv : . Express ions
have been deriv i relatirg Se o.-rvble s uprons interpreted in terms of an isotropic radiarion flux

eion eorzv of e slcs te obsvb and U oo th and cosmological redshift of Z - 0.996 (i1er, French,

torrelation fin-i,,ns of ltr -. Jr.ity and magnetic and Hawley 1979, Pitts. Conf. on BL Lacertae Objects,
felds in t h- 'rc e Th ' s~ai.ysin red ic s t .t the p. 176), implies that it was the most lt ilnous object

-d in 'aret'rd t in the universe known at that time. Inrerpretation of

ft a lobe t.. ri.a......! .- a i t !.e physicil constraints on an observational stu. of this

vould te s::..t:"ti. object over several ears i.1lits that it ray be a
ol n:sti " .-+d by...-.....-].' Intt o:" tL. super-nassivr compact subiect of X - 10s .om and R - I0

4 cm. The l.zht curve stud L b cnitnred at all wave-
r.ll.s-n c . - '. ":i' c. : lJl rn a~ ie- .lc;:tr ovr.I t he next s'ceJe in oroLr to confi-m or .""

* tin.;, coittradict hypOthesis. ~:'
Tt , tl:eory hi, " rnlial t:, - l-l 're n- v P:,: c ' rv.
ti ni c f t!e - ax' 3C' pcrinr 4,n

cr ctcristis of the south l cl" thI soor, e nre - - . -
cu,. istent u !w n irs " ularl1 'y s ?-.! 

- 
lc :2 s , h is

a fe- percenrt o the lobe di..-t'r. 1 s
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19.01 Construction of a CCD Systep.

18.0s Photo,etric History of the BL La_ 0bject D. H, GUDEIIUS AND D. J. HTGiI, Univ. of Mich.
82 13^8+3?6. S.t. V:P .. A 1, In!:i c , .. W.Z. WIfVi£,Kl
LOLT.OLLOC, #'P1,l.ichian -- te. M.F. ALLER, H.D. We have constructed a CCD imaning system based on the

AC LtR, U. Mirhi-':,..A", TEh. i--"Min.-- We have RCA thinned chip (320 x 512 pixels) and have written
rionitoredtre bL Ldc oDijct 82 13: both photo- software to do picture processing on a V;.\Ii22S 280

metrically (Ui') a?:i photoqra ,hicallv from 1976 working in conjunction with a Grinnell "'age display

until the pres"nt. Djrinq the same period we have system (G(R 270). Machine code for an AN2910 nicro-
.also monitored this ;ource in the radio (14.5 and 8.0 proc.:nsor is downloaded (rem a NCVA 3/12 minironsputer

Gliz). Finally we reo, rt two X-ray measurements rade opetting under FORTH. This convenience and the use

with the IIEAO-? satellite. Tnoe results of the optical of 15 transfer electrode potentials has given us

and radio photc-try ,how that 62 12E,6+326 is extremely great flexibility in optinizing the CCD's perfo'-.ance.
active and variable. Althouah the B band photometry is The readout noise is 64 electrons and the thresh! old
not complete, ti-ere is a stronq sillOestion that this level for imAge trailing is 32O electrons in the renter
source bursts quisiprriodically on a time scale of of the chip and zero for the area first to b-, read out.
approximately one y. ir. The stre'nths of these out- Blemishes are insignifirant. fringing free- nlpht sky
bursts are quite vsri:ble; we hAve observed the firrts lines is not seen, residial ibates from a previous
to increase the B band flux densitv by factors ranoinl exposure are not present, and bleeding of cf,,rge from
from, 50% to 700.. Althouoh the source also bursts In bright stars is not a problem. Flat field expos'ares
the radio, these bur-ts are in qpnral not as pro- on the dawn skv are consistent with each other .o a
flounced as in the ortical. Thorp is only mrginal few ports in 100.000 to a few parts in 1000 at worst.
evidence for a correiation between the ootical and even when obtained on differeut nights. The device
radio bursts. The to X-ray arsurrment$ were of- is lInear to within our errors of measurement and the
tained durinq a quie!;cent period and a burstine period. dynamic range is sbout 6000. being limitad by our 14
The X-ray emission was significantly stronger while bit ADC.
the source was bursting. upported by Air Force Grant AFOSR-80-0095

am ova -- 57~.


